Kashmir Capital Threatened by Pathan Advance
RAF observers tell of trucks rushing Indians to front

NEW DELHI, Nov. 1—Royal Air Force observers here today said they saw trucks loaded with Pathan Moslem soldiers racing southward toward the Kashmir capital of Srinagar. Moslem reinforcements were being hurled toward the Muslim-held capital of Kashmir—an event which augurs ominously for the future of the Indian-controlled part of the erstwhile princely state, the sources said.

The current battle line is about 80 miles south of Srinagar, according to Moslem sources. The advance is spearheaded by a Moslem tank assault begun a day or two ago, with the Moslem advance guard reported to have been within sight of Srinagar.

The Indian government—whose forces were reported today to be being reinforced by British and United States aircraft—had not commented on the movements of the Moslem tanks as of press time today. It did announce, however, that the Indian Army had been given an additional platoon of the 10th Airborne in the Srinagar sector, although the statement did not specify what reinforcements had been given.

However, the British government was expected to be sending seven aircraft from Malta to Srinagar, according to Indian sources. The aircraft were reportedly to be Royal Air Force handouts to the Indian Air Force. Several key Indian army officials were also expected to arrive in Srinagar today to bolster the Indian forces in the battle for the capital. 

From the air, from the ground, from the sea, the battle for Kashmir capital is expected to be a desperate one, with both sides qualitatively almost equal, although the Moslems are better armed.

U.S. Report: 'Will Compromise With Russia on Holy Land'

U.S. Reported Willing To Compromise With Russia on Holy Land
Plan for Early Division Movies in British, Arab and Soviet Acceptance

WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. 1—President Truman today announced a U.S. determination to compromise with Russia on the Holy Land, although he said the Soviet Union might not be interested.

A related revelation was the plan for early movies in the British sphere of influence, which the President said might accept under a compromise deal.

President Truman said that the Administration was ready to compromise on the Holy Land question, but that there was no assurance that Russia would be interested.

He said that the United States was ready to accept a plan for early movies in the British sphere of influence, which Russia might accept under a compromise deal.

The President said that the Holy Land question was one of the most important problems of the world, and that it was important for the United States to be willing to compromise on it.

President Truman said that the United States was ready to accept a plan for early movies in the British sphere of influence, which Russia might accept under a compromise deal.

Weather Forecast

The weather forecast for the United States is as follows:
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The following are the temperatures expected:
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Travel Advisory

The travel advisory for the United States is as follows:

The travel advisory for the United States is as follows:

1. Avoid travel to areas with outbreaks of disease.
2. Stay informed about local health conditions.
3. Get vaccinated against diseases common to the area you are visiting.
4. Practice safe food handling and preparation.
5. Keep emergency supplies of medication and other medical supplies.

U.S. Foreign Aid Tops 19 Billions

Now, Byrd Says

President to Get Economic Council's Populist Right
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